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Back in the 1960s, only a small proportion of people acquired colorization techniques. 
Today, things are different. There are many colorization tools are available. Even if 
you have never learned any photo editing skills, you can still colorize a photo with 
image colorizers, such as web apps, plugins, and software.

However, it is a bit tricky to colorize black and white pictures if you still do this 
manually. The good news is that artificial intelligence has made things easier. Even for
those who never downloaded Photoshop, AI image colorizer can help you do it with 
just one click. By integrating AI with photo colorization, these image colorizers can 
help us colorize old black and white photos without any hassle.

A question you might have is how to colorize a black and white photo? Thanks to AI 
coloring technology, we are given an opportunity to see colorized historical photos. 
This article will walk you through the top 10 AI tools and best 5 software to help you 
automatically colorize black and white photos. They are simple to use. You don’t 
bother acquiring any photoshop skills. With them, you can add color to black and white
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photo like an artist. We will rank them based on accuracy, colored photo quality price, 
and ease of use.

5. AKVIS Coloriage

o Price: $75
o Compatibility: Windows & Mac

AKVIS Coloriage is a photo colorizer program that lets you add color to black and 
white portraits, landscapes, fashion, and still life. Instead of using AI technology, this 
software is more of a photo editor that lets you use brushes to add beautiful colors. 
For those who want to customize the colors of items in photos, AKVIS Coloriage can 
be a good option.

This software also allows you to eliminate red eye effect and correct color. If you think 
using a software is quite complicated, then AKVIS Coloriage could change your mind. 
As you play with the brush strokes, the software will automatically identify the edges 
and borders of the object. There is no need for precise work.

https://akvis.com/en/coloriage/index.php


Pros

o Colorize black and white photos manually but more precisely than 
automatic tool

o Work independently as a standalone program and as a plugin
o Offer a 10-day free trial

Cons

o Much above average pricing
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